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Tests for Equality of Parameter Matrices in
Two Multivariate Linear Models
Daan G. Nel
University of the Free State, Bloemfontein 9300, South Africa
An approximate degrees of freedom test is suggested for hypotheses of the
kind H0 : C$81 M=C$82 M in two independent multivariate linear models:
Yi=Xi 8i+=i , i=1, 2, under the assumption of error matrix variate normality and
heteroscedasticity. It is shown for specific vector choices of the matrices C and M
that the test reduces to approximate degrees of freedom solutions obtained by
Nel (1989), Nel and van der Merwe (1986) and Welch (1947) for simpler models.
 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider two independent multivariate linear models Yi=Xi 8i+=i ,
i=1, 2, where Yi : Ni_p; Xi : Ni_k are of full rank k, and where it is
assumed that the parameter matrices 8i : k_p are comparable in the sense
that they are measuring the same attributes in both models. Assume that
=i : Ni_p are independently normally distributed NNi p(0; 7iINi), where
 denotes the Kronecker or direct product of matrices (Henderson,
Pukelsheim, and Searle, 1983). Under the least squares conditions the
maximum likelihood estimators of 8i are: Fi=(Xi$Xi)&1 Xi$Yi with matrix
normal distributions denoted as: FitNkp(8i , 9i), where 9i=7i (Xi$Xi)&1.
The unbiased estimators of 7i are Si=(1ni)Ei , where Ei=Yi$Yi&
Fi$(X i$Xi)Fi have independent Wishart distributions: EitWp (ni , 7i), inde-
pendent also of the estimators Fi . Note that ni=Ni&k.
In this paper we investigate unionintersection methods to test
hypotheses of the kind H0 : C$81 M=C$82 M, where C$: g_k of rank g
and M : p_v of rank v are known matrices.
In Section 2 a method to test such hypotheses is presented. In Section 3,
simpler hypotheses of this kind are considered, where the matrices C and
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M may be vectors and where the method yields the results of Welch (1947)
and methods due to Nel (1989) and Nel and van der Merwe (1986).
2. APPROXIMATE DEGREES OF FREEDOM TEST FOR
THE HYPOTHESIS H0 : C$81 M=C$82 M
If the covariance matrices 71 and 72 are the same, the unioninter-
section test statistic for this hypothesis is the LawleyHotelling statistic
(Lawley, 1938; Hotelling, 1951) given by
T 20=tr[M$(F1&F2)$ C(W1+W2)
&1 C$(F1&F2) M(M$Se M)&1], (2.1)
where ne=n1+n2 , ne Se=n1 S1+n2 S2 , and Wi=C$(Xi$Xi)&1 C. An
asymptotic approximation to the null distribution of T 20 by Ito (1956) is
P(T 20<z)=P(/
2
gv<z)+
gv
4ne
[(v&g&1) P(/2gv<z)
&2vP(/2gv+2<z)+(g+v+1) P(/
2
gv+4<z)]+O(n
&2
e ). (2.2)
In many situations where 71 and 72 cannot be assumed to be the
same, the matrix C$(F1&F2)M has a matrix normal distribution Ngv (0;
M$71 MW1+M$72 MW2). The unbiased estimator of the covariance
matrix is
U=M$S1 MW1+M$S2 MW2 , (2.3)
which is distributed independently of C$(F1&F2)M.
In this BehrensFisher situation, the LawleyHotelling statistic cannot
be written in terms of a trace, since U is a sum of Kronecker products and
not a single Kronecker product. It can however be written as
T 2B=vec$(C$(F1&F2)M)(MS1 MW1+M$S2 MW2)
&1
_vec(C$(F1&F2)M). (2.4)
We are interested in finding the approximate degrees of freedom f
associated with this statistic by using a heuristic approach similar to the
scalar approach of Welch (1947) and generalized by Nel and van der
Merwe (1986) for vectors. Approximate U in (2.3) by
Z=M$SM (W1+W2), (2.5)
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and assume that fStWp( f, 7), with both f and 7 unknown. By com-
paring the expected values of Z and U we get the approximation
7 (W1+W2)$71W1+72 W2 , and using (4.15) in Nel (1980),
Ig7$W1(W1+W2)&171+W2(W1+W2)&172 .
The corresponding i, j submatrices of order p_p on both sides are
$ij 7$a (1)ij 71+a
(2)
ij 72 , where $ij is Kronecker’s delta and a
(k)
ij denotes the
(i, j ) th element of A(k)=Wk (W1+W2)&1 for k=1, 2. Averaging over these
g submatrices yields
7$
1
g
(71 tr(W1(W1+W2)&1)+72 tr(W2(W1+W2)&1)). (2.6)
To find the degrees of freedom f, the traces of the covariance matrices of
VECP Z and VECP U, namely
Var(VECP Z)
=
2
f
[(K$vvecp(W1+W2)) Mv (77) Mv (Kvvecp$(W1+W2))]
and
Var(VECP U)
= :
2
i=1
2
ni
[(K$vvecp Wi) Mv (7i 7i) Mv (Kvvecp$ Wi)]
are compared. (See Appendix (A.6) and note the difference between the
vecp and VECP notations). This yields
f $
tr[(K$vvecp(W1+W2))(M$7MM$7M)(Kvvecp$(W1+W2))]
2i=1 (1ni) tr[(K$vvecp Wi)(M$7i MM$7i M)(Kvvecp$Wi)]
.
(2.7)
In practice we replace 7i by its unbiased estimate Si (i=1, 2) in (2.6) and
(2.7) to yield an f similar to (2.7).
Using the approximation (2.5), the BehrensFisherLawleyHotelling
statistic (2.4) is
T 2B$vec$(C$(F1&F2)M)(M$SM (W1+W2))
&1 vec(C$(F1&F2)M
=tr[M$(F1&F2)$ C(W1+W2)&1 C$(F1&F2) M(M$SM)&1], (2.8)
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where S=(1g)[S1 tr(W1(W1+W2)&1)+S2 tr(W2(W1+W2)&1)]. Note that
(2.8) is now similar to (2.1) and the hypothesis H0 can be tested by using
the test statistic (2.8) which is then approximately and asymptotically dis-
tributed as in (2.2) with ne replaced by the approximate degrees of freedom
f and T 20 by T
2
B .
The result has considerable theoretical appeal because it generalizes and
unifies previous results in this field, as we shall duly show in the next
section.
3. APPROXIMATE DEGREES OF FREEDOM TESTS FOR
SIMPLER HYPOTHESES OF THE KIND:
H0 : C$81 M=C$82 M,
WHERE C ANDOR M ARE VECTORS
The general formula for the approximate degrees of freedom given in
(2.7) reduces to well known formulae for the degrees of freedom when C
andor M are vectors and T 2B simplifies to statistics whose approximate
null distributions are more tractable. This follows by considering the main
contributing factor in the numerator and denominator of (2.7) which is of
the form:
t=tr[(K$vvecp W)(BB)(Kvvecp$ W)], (3.1)
where W : g_g and B: v_v are symmetric matrices.
The following special cases are of interest.
Case I. If C=c is a column vector, then H0 is the hypothesis for testing
if linear sums of row vectors of 81 M and 82 M are the same. Now g=1
and vecp W=w is a scalar. Using (2.8) of Nel and Van der Merwe (1986),
(3.1) simplies to
t=tr([K$vw)(BB)(Kvw)]=tr[w2K$v (BB)Kv]
= 12w
2[tr2 B+tr B2] (3.2)
and (2.7) simplifies to their approximate degrees of freedom:
f =
tr2(n1 G1+n2 G2)+tr(n1 G1+n2 G2)2
n1(tr2 G1+tr G 21)+n2(tr
2 G2+tr G 22)
. (3.3)
The LawleyHotelling statistic (2.4) becomes
T 2B=c$(F1&F2) M(n1 G 1+n2 G 2)
&1 M$(F1&F2)1 c, (3.4)
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and we can easily prove that the null hypothesis can also be rejected
approximately if F=(T 2Bf ) } ( f &v+1)vFv, f &v+1; 1&: at a significance
level :. Here Fv1 , v2 ; 1&: denotes the 100 (1&:) th percentile of the
F-distribution with v1 and v2 degrees of freedom and f is similar to f in
(3.3) but with Gi=(1ni) wi M$7i M replaced by G i=(1ni) wi M$Si M,
where wi=c$(Xi$Xi)&1c.
Case II. If M=m is a column vector, then H0 is the hypothesis for
testing if linear sums of column vectors of C$81 and C$82 are the same.
Now v=1, Kv=1, B=b, and (3.1) simplifies to
t=tr[(1vecp W)(bb)(1vecp$ W)]=b2 tr[vecp W vecp$ W]
=b2 vecp$ W vecp W. (3.5)
The approximate degrees of freedom can be written as
f =
vecp$(n1 G1+n2 G2) vecp(n1 G1+n2 G2)
n1 vecp$ G1 vecp G1+n2 vecp$ G2 vecp G2
(Nel (1989)), (3.6)
while the LawleyHotelling statistic (2.4) simplifies to
T 2B=m$(F1&F2)$ C(n1 G 1+n2 G 2)
&1 C$(F1&F2)m. (3.7)
Using Appendix (A.7), the null hypothesis can also be rejected
approximately if F=T 2BgFg, f ; 1&: , where f is similar to f in (3.6) with
G i=(1ni ) m$Si mWi .
Case III. If C=c and M=m are both column vectors, we get the
univariate BehrensFisher case with the approximate degrees of freedom
solution given by Welch (1947). Since g=v=1, it is obvious that (3.2),
(3.5), and also (3.1) reduce to
t=b2w2. (3.8)
The approximate degrees of freedom is
f =
(n1 g1+n2 g2)2
n1 g21+n2 g
2
2
, (3.9)
and (2.4) reduces to
T 2B=
(c$(F1&F2)m)2
n1 g^1+n2 g^2
. (3.10)
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The null hypothesis will be rejected approximately if F=T 2bF1; f ; 1&: ,
where f is similar to f in (3.7) with g^i=(1ni) wi m$Si m.
4. EXAMPLE
As an example, we consider the chemical reaction data of Rencher (1995,
p. 370). We artificially create two groups by classifying the first eight and
the second eleven experiments into the first and second groups, respec-
tively, yielding the following estimated parameter matrices:
F1=_
341.52
&1.57
&1.68
&1.80
&7.52
0.28
0.51
0.45
&198.32
1.10
0.99
1.15& , F2=_
313.70
&1.45
&1.24
&2.69
&41.95
0.47
0.27
1.84
&118.52
0.70
0.65
0.86&
and estimated covariance matrices:
1.32 4.91 &6.01 7.85 &3.58 &4.02
S1=_ } } } 27.60 &31.18& , S2=_ } } } 15.73 &6.71& .} } } } } } 35.83 } } } } } } 7.43
The determinants are |S1|=1.65 and |S2|=20.93, which indicates that
error heteroscedasticity exists between the groups.
The hypothesis H0 : 81=82 cannot be rejected, since the p-values
obtained were pB=0.40 using (2.8) with f =7.41 from (2.7) and p0=0.51
using (2.2) with ne=11.
When we test the hypothesis that the yields in the two groups are equally
dependent on concentration, i.e., H0 : c$81=c$82 with c$=[0 0 1 0], we
get pB=0.56, using (3.4) with f =5.75 from (3.3) and p0=0.59 using (2.1)
with ne=11.
When we test the hypothesis that the percentages of unchanged material
in the two groups are equally dependent on the input variables, i.e.,
H0 : 81 m=82 m with m$=[1 0 0], we get pB=0.38 using (3.7) with
f =9.005 from (3.6) and p0=0.49 using (2.1) with ne=11.
If we wish to test the hypothesis that the percentages of unchanged
material in the two groups are equally dependent on concentration, i.e.,
H0 : c$81 m=c$82 m with c and m as given above, then we get pB=0.53
using (3.10) with f =9.68 from (3.9) and p0=0.59.
Note that in each case, the statistics T 2B as in (2.1), (3.4), (3.7), and
(3.10) distinguish better between the two groups than the usual pooled
statistics T 20 for these heteroscedastic situations.
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APPENDIX
The following definitions and results were used in the paper:
The vecp-operator (Browne, 1974; Nel, 1980; Henderson and Searle,
1981). The vec-operator, vec X (Aitken, 1949) is well known. The vecp-
operator, vecp X, for a symmetric matrix X : p_p is a column vector con-
taining all the different elements of X columnwise, where repeated elements
in the columns above the main diagonal are excluded.
Thus for a 2_2 symmetric matrix X:
vec$ X=[x11 x21 x12 x22], vecp$ X=[x11 x21 x22].
Transition and pattern matrices (Browne, 1974). For any symmetric
matrix X, the matrix K&p :
1
2 p(p+1)_p
2 is a unique transition matrix such
that Kp&$ vecp X=vec X. The matrix Kp=Kp&$(K&p Kp
&$)&1 : p_12 p(p+1)
is a transition matrix such that Kp$ vec X=vecp X.
The matrix Mp=Kp K&p is the symmetric pattern matrix and has the
property:
(A.1) Mp(AA)=(AA)Mq for any matrix A: p_q.
The VEC-operator for partitioned matrices. If
A11 A12 } } } A1q
A=_ } } } } } } } } } } } } & : p_r,Am1 Am2 } } } Amq
the VEC-operator is defined by the column vector VEC A : pr_1, where
VEC$ A=[vec$ A11 vec$ A21 } } } vec$ Am1 vec$ A12 } } } vec$ Am2 } } } vec$ Amq].
Note that VEC A is formed by first taking the vec of each submatrix and
then taking the vec of the resulting matrix.
The VECP-operator for partitioned matrices. If
A=_
A11
A21
} } }
Am1
A12
A22
} } }
Am2
} } }
} } }
} } }
} } }
A1m
A2m
} } }
Amm& : p_p
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is a partitioned symmetric matrix, the VECP operator is defined by the
column vector VECP A : 12 p( p+1)_1, where
VECP$A
=[vecp$ A11 vecp$ A21 } } } vecp$ Am1 vecp$ A22 } } } vecp$ Am2 } } } vecp$ Amm],
and where vecp Aij=vec Aij when Aij is not symmetric.
If X : v_v and B: g_g are both symmetric matrices, then
(A.2) VECP(BX)=vecp Bvecp X.
For simplicity assume that g=2; then (A.2) follows from
vecp b11 X b11 vecp X
VECP(BX)=_vecp b21 X&=_b21 vecp X&=vecp Bvecp X.vecp b22 X b22 vecp X
(A3) vec Xvec B=(Iv2 vec B) vec X=(vec XIg2) vec B
(Neudecker and Wansbeek, 1983);
(A.4) VECP(XB)=(Kv$vecp B)Kv&$ vecp X, which follows from
VECP(XB)=Kv$ vec XKg$ vec B=(Kv$Kg$ )(vec Xvec B)
=(Kv$Kg$ )(Iv2vec B) vec X
=(Kv$vecp B)Kv&$ vecp X.
If XtWv (n, 7) and if Var(Y) denotes the covariance matrix of the
vector Y,
(A.5) Var(vecp X)=2nKv$ (77)Kv (Browne (1974));
(A.6) Var(VECP(XB)))
=2n(Kv$vecp B) Mv (77) Mv (Kvvecp$ B).
The result (A.6) follows directly from (A.4).
If Z is a scalar variate with a chi-square distribution with f degrees of
freedom and A: p_p a symmetric matrix such that U=ZA, then similar to
the proof of (A.6),
(A.7) Var(vecp U)=2 f vecp A vecp$ A.
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